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UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR DR. GHEORGHE ROMANESCU 
(1959-2018) 

 
 

 On October 4th has left us unexpectedly 

and too early Prof. Dr. ROMANESCU 
Gheorghe, an eminent teacher and researcher in 

the field of water geography. Professor Gheorghe 

ROMANESCU, born on September 1st, 1959, in 

the village of Malcoci in Tulcea County, on the 

Sf. Gheorghe right bank (Danube Delta) arm. In 

1985 he graduated from the Faculty of Biology, 

Geography and Geology, specializing in 

Geography - French, at Alexandru Ioan Cuza 

University in Iasi. 

Between 1985-1991 he worked as a 

geography professor at Industrial Highschool No. 

4 from Tulcea (1985-1986) and at the General School No. 5 in Tulcea (1986-1991). 

Between 1991-1996 he worked as a Scientific Researcher in the Geography 

College of the Romanian Academy - Iasi Branch, during which time in 1994 he 

became a PhD in Physical Geography at the Geography Institute of Bucharest with 

the work "Danube Delta, morpho-hydrographic study", under the scientific 

coordination of Prof. Dr. Petre Gâtestescu. From 1995 to 1998 he graduated three 

postdoctoral studies abroad: 1995 - Sedimentology and Seacoast Geomorphology 

at the Oceanography Institute from Southampton (UK); 1996 – Limnology at 

Konstanz University, Konstanz (Germany); 1998 - Geomorphology and Hydrology 

at "TEMPUS" Individual scholarship at the Sorbona I University - Paris (France). 

Between 1996-1998 he worked as a lecturer at the Department of 

Geography at the Faculty of History and Geography from "Ştefan cel Mare" 

University of Suceava, then he held the post of university lecturer until 2001 at the 

same educational institution. In 2001 he transferred to the Faculty of Geography 

and Geology, the Department of Geography from "Alexandru Ioan Cuza" 

University of Iasi, where he holded the position of university lecturer until 2003. 

Starting with February 1, 2003, he holded a professor position at the same  

university. 

According to OM 479/05.03.2007, Prof. Univ. GHEORGHE 

ROMANESCU became a PhD supervisor and between the years 2007-2017 he 

coordinated 17 doctoral papers at the Doctoral School of Chemistry, Life 

Sciences and Earth, from "Alexandru Ioan Cuza" University of Iasi. In the 

period 2017-2018 another doctoral thesis was still underway. At the same time, 

he was a mentor in 33 doctoral commissions (of which 25 referendum 
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committees and one honoris causa commission), a referendum in two 

international postdoctoral commissions for doctors from Cameroon and Côte 

d'Ivoire and coordinator of 8 international fellowships (Eugen Ionescu 

Scholarship, Al IDRISSI and POSDRU Scholarship) in Senegal, Côte d'Ivoire, 

Algeria, Tunisia and Romania, member of 63 committees for promotion in 

higher education and research, member of 15 ARACIS Committees, member in 

7 (eg Department of Interdisciplinary Research - Sciences, CERNESIM - 

Environmental Science Center for the North-East Region, "Alexandru Ioan 

Cuza" University of Iasi, etc.), CNCSIS expert, CNMP, ARACIS, UEFISCDI, 

CNATDCU, IGU, scientific coordinator of more than 250 bachelor works and 

leader of 43 Grades I in pre-university education. Also, between 2006 and 

2018, he was Director of the Geo-archaeology Laboratory from „Alexandru 

Ioan Cuza” University of Iasi; between 2016-2018 he occupied the position of 

CS I in CERNESIM - Center for Studies in Environmental Science for North-

East Region, and from 2017 became Director of the Doctoral School of Geo-

Sciences, "Alexandru Ioan Cuza" University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and 

Geology. 

Thanks to a hard work in research, as well as a passion for the exaltation of 

the Earth, prof. Univ. Gheorghe ROMANESCU has made numerous contributions, 

both professional and didactic, to the development of modern geography through 

numerous studies in the fields of hydrology, oceanography, geomorphology 

(coastal dynamics, sedimentology of wetlands and lacustrine complexes, etc.), geo-

archaeology and wet areas. During the last 15 years he has been the holder of 35 

university courses (eg Hydrology of the Black Sea, Oceanography, Water 

Geography in Romania, Limnology, Hydrological Risks, Black Sea Geography, 

Hydrology of Delta and Estuaries, Seaside Geomorphology, etc.) and 28 Practical 

works and university seminars (eg Hydrology and Oceanography, Limnology, 

Water Geography in Romania, Hydrological Risk Assessment, Black Sea 

Geography, Hydrology of Delta and Estuaries, Hydrographic and Coastal Network 

Development, Hydrographic Arrangement of Hydrographic Basins, Tourist 

Valorization of Regions coastal and deltaic, etc.). 

He also organized 15 scientific sessions in prestigious institutions in 

Romania, moderated 55 national scientific sessions or under the AEGIS of 

international fora, was a member of 43 scientific committees or leading national 

and international scientific events former member or referendum in 165 editorial 

committees of specialized magazines and publishing houses, as well as a scientific 

referendum of 27 specialized books published at national and international 

publishing houses. For the scientific activity he was awarded with 35 plaks and 

national and international awards (eg Umwelt und Wohnen, Gold Medal, 2012, 

2014, 2015, 2016 - EUROINVENT, CHART OF THE YEAR 2013, Society of 

Geography in Romania, etc.). 
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Perhaps the most representative professional characteristic of prof. Dr. 

Gheorghe ROMANESCU was the scientific publishing activity. This is the 

author of 51 courses and university books, of which: 12 books and chapters of 

books published abroad (eg. The tourist potential of coasts and deltas, 

Geomorphological Impacts of Extreme Weather, Case Studies from the Central 
and Eastern Europe, Limnology of the Red Lake, Romania, An Interdisciplinary 
Study, etc.) and 39 university courses and books published in Romania (eg. Dry 
Hydrology, Oceanography, Limnology, Inventory and Typology of Wetlands 
and Waters deep in the central group of the Oriental Carpathians , etc.). He is 

also the author of 57 ISI listed articles, of which 11 of Q2 (yellow list) and 5 of 

Q1 (red list) sum of HIRSCH factor of 14, 30 articles published at  ISI quoted 

conferences, 65 items indexed in the international database BDI and 135 

articles published in nationally rated journals. From this point of view, with 542 

quotations in ISI-listed works and several other thousands of scientific journals 

(BDIs) and monographs, he will remain one of the most cited Romanian 

geographer of all time, both at national level, but especially at international 

level. 

Concerning the passion for scientific expeditions, the temerar gheorghe 

ROMANESCU made between 1994 and 2014 14 scientific expeditions carried out 

on five continents:  

1.The scientific expedition in the Atlantic Ocean (September-October 

1994), Southampton Institute of Oceanography, under the leadership of Professor 

M. Collins;  

2. The scientific expedition in the southern sector of Baikal Lake - "Baikal 

2001" (September - October 2001);  

3. The Expedition in Fire Country - "Ushuaia 2002" (February 2002);  

4. The scientific expedition in Lapland (March 2005);  

5. The scientific expedition in Labrador (June-July 2005);  

6. The Indian-Nepal scientific expedition (August-September 2005);  

7. The scientific expedition in Australia's Great Desserts (July-August 

2006);  

8. The scientific expedition in the Argentine Pampas and Parana Delta - 

South America (February 2008);  

9. The scientific expedition in the Atacama Desert (March 2008);  

10. The scientific expedition in the Andes (Altiplano) (March 2008);  

11. The scientific expedition in Amazonia (March 2008);  

12. The scientific expedition in Alaska (May-June 2008);  

13. The scientific expedition in the Sahara Desert (August 2008);  

14. The scientific expedition in Kamtchatka, Russia (June-July 2014). 

 

Professor Gheorghe ROMANESCU will remain in the collective memory 

of the national and international academic and scientific environment as a 
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prestigious didactic and perfect geographer. The homage to water memory through 

its specialized work in the hydrology, limnology, oceanography and delta and 

coastal geomorphology will for a long time inspire the new generations of 

geographers. On behalf of alma mater iassiensis, the authors dedicate this short 

article to the family and friends of the late geographer of the waters! 

 

Cristian C. STOLERIU1 & Alin MIHU-PINTILIE2 
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